Abstract. Hausdorff and Gromov distances are introduced and treated in the context of categories enriched over a commutative unital quantale V. The Hausdorff functor which, for every V-category X, provides the powerset of X with a suitable V-category structure, is part of a monad on V-Cat whose Eilenberg-Moore algebras are order-complete. The Gromov construction may be pursued for any endofunctor K of V-Cat. In order to define the Gromov "distance" between V-categories X and Y we use V-modules between X and Y , rather than V-category structures on the disjoint union of X and Y . Hence, we first provide a general extension theorem which, for any K, yields a lax extensionK to the category V-Mod of V-categories, with V-modules as morphisms.
Introduction
The Hausdorff metric for (closed) subsets of a (compact) metric space has been recognized for a long time as an important concept in many branches of mathematics, and its origins reach back even beyond Hausdorff [10] , to Pompeiu [15] ; for a modern account, see [2] . It has gained renewed interest through Gromov's work [9] . The Gromov-Hausdorff distance of two (compact) metric spaces is the infimum of their Hausdorff distances after having been isometrically embedded into any common larger space. There is therefore a notion of convergence for (isometry classes of compact) metric spaces which has not only become an important tool in analysis and geometry, but which has also provided the key instrument for the proof of Gromov's existence theorem for a nilpotent subgroup of finite index in every finitely-generated group of polynomial growth [8] .
By interpreting the (non-negative) distances d(x, y) as hom(x, y) and, hence, by rewriting the conditions
≥ d(x, x), d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z)
as k → hom(x, x), hom(x, y) ⊗ hom(y, z) → hom(x, z), Lawvere [13] described metric spaces as categories enriched over the (small and "thin") symmetric monoidal-closed category P + = (([0, ∞], ≥), +, 0), and in his paper [14] as well as in the Foreword of the electronic "reprint" of [13] he suggested that the Hausdorff and Gromov metrics should be developed for an arbitrary symmetric The third author acknowledges partial financial assistance from NSERC.
monoidal-closed category (V, ⊗, k).
In this paper we present notions of Hausdorff and Gromov distance for the case that V is "thin". Hence, we replace P + by a commutative and unital quantale V, that is: by a complete lattice which is also a commutative monoid (V, ⊗, k) such that the binary operation ⊗ preserves suprema in each variable. Put differently, we try to give answers to questions of the type: which structure and properties of the (extended) non-negative real half-line allow for a meaningful treatment of Hausdorff and Gromov distances, and which are their appropriate carrier sets? We find that the guidance provided by enriched category theory [12] is almost indispensable for finding satisfactory answers, and that socalled (bi-)modules (or distributors) between V-categories provide an elegant tool for the theory which may easily be overlooked without the categorical environment. Hence, our primary motivation for this work is the desire for a better understanding of the true essentials of the classical metric theory and its applications, rather than the desire for giving merely a more general framework which, however, may prove to be useful as well. Since ( * ) isolates precisely those conditions of a metric which lend themselves naturally to the hom interpretation, a discussion of the others seems to be necessary at this point; these are: as the travel time from x to B, then Hd(A, B) may be thought of as the time needed to evacuate everyone living in the area A to the area B.) In order to save them one usually restricts the carrier set from the entire powerset P X to the closed subsets of X (which makes H s d separated), or even to the non-empty compact subsets (which guarantees also finiteness). As in [11] , we call a P + -category an L-metric space, that is a set X equipped with a function d :
That the underlying-set functor makes the resulting category Met topological over Set (see [7] ) provides further evidence that properties ( * ) are fundamental and are better considered separately from the others, even though symmetry (as a coreflective property) would not obstruct topologicity. But inclusion of (the reflective property of) separation would, and inclusion of (the neither reflective nor coreflective property of) finiteness would make for an even poorer categorical environment.
While from the categorical perspective symmetry seems to be artificially superimposed on the Hausdorff metric, it does plays a crucial role for the Gromov distance, which becomes evident already when we look at the most elementary examples. Initially nothing prevents us from considering arbitrary L-metric spaces X, Y and putting
where Z runs through all L-metric spaces Z into which both X and Y are isometrically embedded. But for X = {p} a singleton set and Y = {x, y, z} three equidistant points, with all distances 1, say, for every ε > 0 we can make Z = X Y a (proper) metric space, with d(p, x) = d(x, p) = ε and all other non-zero distances 1. Then Hd Z (X, Y ) = ε, and GH(X, Y ) = 0 follows. One has also GH(Y, X) = 0 but here one needs non-symmetric (but still separated) structures: .) The other way "works" also for non-symmetric X and Y ; one simply puts
and when
) Having recognized H (and H
s ) as endofunctors of Met, these considerations suggest that G is an "operator" on such endofunctors. But in order to "compute" its values, one needs to "control" the spaces Z in their defining formula, and here is where modules come in. (A module between L-metric spaces generalizes a nonexpansive map just like a relation generalizes a mapping between sets.) A module from X to Y corresponds to an L-metric that one may impose on the disjoint union X Y . To take advantage of this viewpoint, it is necessary to extend H from nonexpansive maps to modules (leaving its operation on objects unchanged) to become a lax functorH. Hence, GH(X, Y ) may then be more compactly defined using an infimum that ranges just over the hom-set of modules from X to Y .
In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the needed tools from enriched category theory, in the highly simplified context of a quantale V. The purpose of Section 3 is to establish a general extension theorem for endofunctors of V-Cat, so that they can act on V-modules rather than just on V-functors. In Sections 4 and 5 we consider the Hausdorff monad of V-Cat and its lax extension to V-modules, and we determine the Eilenberg-Moore category in both cases. The Gromov "distance" is considered for a fairly general range of endofunctors of V-Cat in Section 6, and the resulting Gromov "space" of isomorphism classes of V-categories is presented as a large colimit. For the endofunctor H s , in Section 8 this large "space" is shown to carry internal monoid structures in the monoidal category V-CAT which allow us to consider H as an internal homomorphism. The effects of symmetrization and the status of separation are discussed in Sections 7 and 9. The fundamental question of transfer of (Cauchy-)completeness from X to HX, as well as the question of completeness of suitable subspaces of the Gromov "space" will be considered in the second part of this paper.
The reader is reminded that, since P + carries the natural ≥ as its order, in the context of a general quantale V the natural infima and suprema of P + appear as joins ( ) and meets ( ) in V. While this may appear to be irritating initially, it reflects in fact the logical viewpoint dictated by the elementary case V = 2 = ({⊥ < }, ∧, ), and it translates back well even in the metric case. (For example, if we write the sup-metric d of the real function space
seems to read off the defining formula more directly.)
There are a number of authors who have previously considered the Hausdorff metric from a categorical perspective. We mention here in particular the paper [3] as it triggered subsequent work in theoretical computer science, as well as the papers [16] and [5] , preliminary work for which was first presented independently from each other in 2003. While the work presented in this paper first began to take shape when, aimed with her knowledge of the treatment of the Hausdorff metric in [5] , Clementino visited Tholen in the Spring of 2008, which then gave rise to a much more comprehensive study by Akhvlediani in his Master's thesis [1] that contains many elements of the current work, precursors of it go in fact back to a visit by Richard Wood to Tholen in 2001. However, the attempt to work immediately with a (non-thin) symmetric monoidal-closed category proved to be too difficult at the time. Acknowledgments. The second-and third-named authors acknowledge encouragement and fertile pointers given by Bill Lawvere over the years, especially after a talk of the third-named author at the Royal Flemish Academy of Sciences in October 2008. This talk also led to a most interesting exchange with Isar Stubbe who meanwhile has carried the theme of this paper into the more general context whereby the quantale V is traded for a quantaloid Q (see [17] ), a clear indication that the categorical study of the Hausdorff and Gromov metric may still be in its infancy.
Quantale-enriched categories
Throughout this paper, V is a commutative, unital quantale. Hence, V is a complete lattice with a commutative, associative binary operation ⊗ and a ⊗-neutral element k, such that ⊗ preserves arbitrary suprema in each variable. Our paradigmatic examples 2 = {⊥ < }, ∧, and
were already considered by Lawvere [13] ; they serve to provide both an ordertheoretic and a metric intuition for the theory.
A V-relation r from a set X to a set Y , written as r :
This defines a category V-Rel, and there is an obvious functor Set → V-Rel which assigns to a mapping f :
This functor is faithful only if k > ⊥, which we will assume henceforth, writing just f for f • . There is an involution ( )
With the pointwise order of its hom-sets, V-Rel becomes order-enriched, e.g. a 2-category, and mappings f : X → Y become maps in the 2-categorical sense:
for all x, y ∈ X. The resulting category V-Cat becomes the category Ord of (pre)ordered sets and monotone maps for V = 2 and the category Met of L-metric spaces for V = P + .
V-Cat has a symmetric monoidal-closed structure, given by
Note that X ⊗ Y must be distinguished from the Cartesian product X × Y whose structure is a × b with
V itself is a V-category with its "internal hom" -•, given by
for all x, y, z ∈ V. The morphism 2 → V of quantales has a right adjoint V → 2 that sends v ∈ V to precisely when v ≥ k. Hence, there is an induced functor V-Cat → Ord which provides a V-category with the order
is a V-category (as a product of (X × Y )-many copies of V, or as a "function space" with X, Y discrete), it is easy to show that V-Rel is V-Cat -enriched, e.g.
Modules, Extension Theorem
For V-categories X = (X, a), Y = (Y, b) a V-(bi)module (also: V-distributor, V- profunctor ) ϕ from X to Y , written as ϕ : X − → • Y , is a V-relation ϕ : X − → Y with ϕ · a ≤ ϕ and b · ϕ ≤ ϕ, that is a(x , x) ⊗ ϕ(x, y) ≤ ϕ(x , y) and ϕ(x, y) ⊗ b(y, y ) ≤ ϕ(x, y ) for all x, x ∈ X, y, y ∈ Y . For ϕ : X − → • Y one actually has ϕ · a = ϕ = b · ϕ, so that 1 * X := a
plays the role of the identity morphism in the category V-Mod of V-categories (as objects) and V-modules (as morphisms). It is easy to show that a V-relation ϕ : X − → • Y is a V-module if, and only if
Via
every V-module ϕ corresponds to its Yoneda mate y ϕ in V-Cat. In particular, a = 1 * X corresponds to the Yoneda functor
For every V-functor f : X op → V and x ∈ X one has
In particular, 1 * X y X (x), y X (x ) = a(x, x ), i.e. y X is fully faithful. The correspondence between ϕ and y ϕ gives:
Proof. Under the correspondence
given by ϕ(x, y) = Φ(y)(x), Φ = 1X gives the unit η X : X − → •X of the adjunction, with
for all x ∈ X, t ∈X. Note that one has η X = (y X ) * , by the Yoneda Lemma. We must confirm that y ϕ is indeed the unique V-functor Φ : Y →X with Φ * · η X = ϕ. But any such Φ must satisfy
for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . Hence, necessarily Φ = y ϕ , and the same calculation shows 
for t ∈X, y ∈ Y . This monad is of Kock-Zöberlein type, i.e. one has y * X ≤ yX :X →X. In fact, for all x, y ∈ X = (X, a), and t, s ∈X one has a(x, y) ≤ s(x)-•s(y) , hence
(3) The adjunction of Proposition 1 induces also a monad on V-Mod which we will not consider further in this paper. But see Section 5 below. (4) Because of (2), the Eilenberg-Moore category
has V-categories X as objects which come equipped with a V-functor α : X → X with α · y X = 1 X and 1X ≤ y X · α, e.g V-categories X for which y X has a left adjoint. These are known to be the V-categories that have all weighted colimits (see [12] ), with α providing a choice of such colimits. Morphisms in (V-Cat) P V must preserve the (chosen) weighted colimits. (5) In case V = 2, P V X can be identified with the set P ↓ X of down-closed subsets of the (pre)ordered set X, and the Yoneda functor X → P ↓ X sends x to its down-closure ↓ x. Note that P ↓ X is the ordinary power set P X of X when X is discrete. Ord P ↓ has complete ordered sets as objects, and its morphisms must preserve suprema. Hence, this is the category Sup of so-called sup-lattices (with no anti-symmetry condition).
Next we prove a general extension theorem for endofunctors of V-Cat. While maintaining its effect on objects, we wish extend any functor K defined for Vfunctors to V-modules. To this end we observe that for a V-module ϕ :
commutes, since y Y is the counit of the adjunction of Proposition 1. More generally, the right triangle commutes for every ψ : Y − → • Z.
Theorem 1 (Extension Theorem). For every functor K : V-Cat → V-Cat,
Kϕ := KX • (Ky X ) * / / KX • (Kyϕ) * / / KY
defines a lax functorK : V-Mod → V-Mod which coincides with K on objects. Moreover, if K preserves full fidelity of V-functors, the diagram
Proof. Lax functoriality ofK follows from
and one even hasK(f * ) = (Kf ) * if K preserves the full fidelity of y Y .
The Hausdorff Monad on V-Cat
Let X = (X, a) be a V-category. ThenX = (X op -• V) = P V X is closed under suprema formed in the product V X ; hence, like V it is a sup-lattice. Consequently, the Yoneda functor y X : X →X factors uniquely through the free sup-lattice P X, by a sup-preserving map Y X : P X → P V X:
where
for all x ∈ X, B ⊆ X. We can provide the set P X with a V-category structure h X which it inherits from P V X (since the forgetful functor V-Cat → Set is a fibration, even a topological functor, see [7] ). Hence, for subsets A, B ⊆ X one puts
a(z, A)-•a(z, B)
.
a(x, y).
Proof. From k ≤ a(x, A) for all x ∈ A one obtains
h X (A, B) ≤ x∈A a(x, A)-•a(x, B) ≤ x∈A k-•a(x, B) = x∈A a(x, B).
Conversely, with v
, as desired.
For a V-functor f : X → Y = (Y, b) one now concludes easily
for all A, B ⊆ X. Consequently, with
one obtains a (2-)functor H which makes the diagram 
Proof. For a V-category X, x → {x} gives a fully faithful V-functor {−} : X → HX. In order to show that : HHX → HX, A → A, is a V-functor, it suffices to verify that for all x ∈ A ∈ A ∈ HHX and B ∈ HHX one has h HX (A, B) ≤ a(x, B).

But for all B ∈ B we have
h X (A, B) ≤ a(x, B) ≤ a(x, B), so that h HX (A, B) ≤ B∈B h X (A, B) ≤ a(x, B).
The induced order of HX is given by
and that of HHX by (A, B) .
in HHX, which means H{−} X ≤ {−} HX , i.e., H is Kock-Zöberlein.
Remarks 2. (1) By definition, h X (A, B) depends only on a(−, A), a(−, B). Hence, if we put
⇓ X B := x ∈ X | {x} ≤ B = {x ∈ X | ↓ x ≤ B} = {x ∈ X | k ≤ a(x, B)}, from B ⊆⇓ X B one trivially has a(z, B) ≤ a(z, ⇓ X B) for all z ∈ X, but also a(z, ⇓ X B) = x∈⇓ X B a(z, x) ⊗ k ≤ z∈⇓ X B y∈B
a(z, x) ⊗ a(x, y) ≤ a(z, B).
Consequently,
h X (A, B) = h X (⇓ X A, ⇓ X B).
This equation also implies
(2) ⇓ X B of (1) must not be confused with the down-closure ↓ X B of B in X w.r.t the induced order of X, e.g. with
In general, B ⊆↓ X B ⊆⇓ X B. While ↓ X B =⇓ X B for V = 2, the two sets are generally distinct even for V = P + . (3) In the induced order of HX one has
Hence, if we restrict HX to
for all A ∈ H ⇓ X, and there is a lax natural transformation ι : H ⇓ → H given by inclusion functions. Like H, also H ⇓ carries a monad structure, given by 
commutes trivially, and for the right one first observes that m X :X →X is defined by
for all τ ∈X, x ∈ X. Hence, for B ∈ HHX we have:
Consequently, there is an induced algebraic functor
of the respective Eilenberg-Moore categories.
We briefly describe the Eilenberg-Moore category for all y ∈ X, A ∈ HX (since "≤" holds trivially). Conversely, any V-category X = (X, a) which is complete in its induced order and satisfies ( * ) is easily seen to be an object of (V-Cat) H .
Corollary 1. The Eilenberg-Moore category of H has order-complete V-categories X = (X, a) satisfying ( * ) as its objects, and morphisms are V-functors preserving (the chosen) suprema.
The lax Hausdorff monad on V-Mod
When applying Theorem 1 to the Hausdorff functor H : V-Cat → V-Cat of Theorem 2 we obtain a lax functorH : V-Mod → V-Mod whose value on a Vmodule ϕ : X − → • Y may be easily computed:
=Hϕ(A, B).
We now prove thatH carries a lax monad structure.
Theorem 3.H belongs to a lax monadH = (H, δ, ν) of V-Mod such that H of Theorem 2 is a lifting ofH along (−)
Proof. Let us first note that H is a lifting ofH along (−) * , in the sense that
The unit ofH, δ : 1 →H, is defined by
for X = (X, a), x ∈ X, B ∈ HX (see also Remarks 2 (2)), and the multiplication ν :HH →H can be given by
for A ∈ HHX, B ∈ HX. The monad conditions hold strictly forH, because they hold strictly for H. For example, ν ·Hδ = 1 follows from
Surprisingly though, also the naturality squares for both δ X and ν X commute strictly. Indeed, for ϕ :
B ∈ HY and A ∈ HHX one has:
Remarks 3.
(1) We emphasize that, whileH is only a lax functor, this is in fact the only defect that preventsH from being a monad in the strict sense. (2) In addition to the commutativity of the diagram given in the Proof of Theorem 3, since H obviously preserves full fidelity of V-functors, from Theorem 1 we obtain also the commutativity of
If V is constructively completely distributive (see [18] , [5] ), thenHϕ for ϕ : X − → • Y may be rewritten as
In this form the lax functorH was first considered in [5] . In the presence of the Axiom of Choice, so that V is completely distributive in the ordinary (non-constructive) sense, one can then Skolemize the last formula to becomẽ
here the supremum ranges over arbitrary set mappings f : A → B. Hence, the -formula of Lemma 2 has been transcribed rather compactly in -form.
For the sake of completeness we determine the Eilenberg-Moore algebras ofH, i.e., those V-categories X = (X, a) which come equipped with a V-module α :
The left-hand sides of those equations are easily computed as
Consequently, ( †) and ( ‡) imply α({x}, y) = a(x, y) and then
for all A ∈ HX, y ∈ X. Hence, necessarily α = {−} * ; conversely, this choice for α satisfies ( †) and ( ‡). 
Hence, it is essential for us to consider subfunctors of H, rather than just H. More precisely, we consider any sublifting K : V-Cat → V-Cat of the powerset functor, by which we mean an endofunctor K with X ∈ KX ⊆ HX such that the inclusion functions ι X : KX → HX form a lax natural transformation, e.g., they are V-functors such that
in HY , for all V-functors f : X → Y and A ∈ KX. Our guiding example is K = H s (see Section 7), but one may also take K = H ⇓ as in Remarks 2(3). For any such sublifting K of P we put
Proof. One can quickly verify the commutativity of the diagrams
When f is an isomorphism, one has f
Thus,
We may now prove: Proof. Clearly
, and
The resulting V-category GK := (G, GK) may, with slightly stronger assumptions on K, be characterized as a colimit. For that purpose we first prove:
Symmetrization
A V-category X, or just its structure a = 1 * X , is symmetric when a = a
• . This defines the full subcategory V-Cat s of V-Cat which is coreflective: the coreflector sends an arbitrary 
for such a pair. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2 we can now write
Hence, for any sublifting K of P we put
and obtain easily:
Corollary 3. For any sublifting K of the powerset functor,
is a large symmetric V-category, and when K is a 2-functor preserving full fidelity of V-functors, then
Proof. Revisiting the proof of Lemma 4, we just note that
A slight adaption of the computation given in Lemma 4 now shows that G s K is indeed a V-category structure on G = obV-Cat/ ∼ =. The given formulae follow as in the proof of Proposition 2.
Extending the notion of symmetry from V-categories to V-modules, we call a 
is an equivalence of categories. Now, the (isomorphism classes of a) comma category V-Cat/X can be made into a (large) V-category when we define the V-category structure c by c(f, g) = x∈A y∈B 1 * X (f (x), g(y)) = h X (f (A), g(B) ), for all f : A → X, g : B → X in V-Cat. In this way the equivalence Σ has become an isomorphism of V-categories, and since HX is just a V-subcategory of V-Cat/X, the (V-Cat)-isomorphism of (1) is simply a restriction of the isomorphism Σ:
O O
Separation
A V-category X, or just its structure a = 1 * X , is separated when k ≤ a(x, y) ∧ a(y, x) implies x = y for all x, y ∈ X. It was shown in [11] (and it is easy to verify) that the separated V-categories form an epireflective subcategory of V-Cat: the image of X under the Yoneda functor y X : X →X serves as the reflector. Furthermore, there is a closure operator which describes separation of X equivalently by the closedness of the diagonal in X × X. (This description is not needed in what follows, but it further confirms the naturality of the concept.)
In Remarks 2 we already presented a sublifting H ⇓ of the powerset functor, and it is easy to check that H ⇓ ϕ(A, B) may be computed asHϕ(A, B) in Lemma 2, e.g. the two values coincide, because of the formula proved in Remarks 2(1). Furthermore, H ⇓ is like H a 2-functor which preserves full fidelity of V-functors. Hence, Proposition 2 is applicable to H ⇓ and may in fact be sharpened to: Proof. The structure c constructed from a V-module ϕ as in the proof of Proposition 2 is separated.
Remarks 7.
(1) From Corollary 3 one obtains
c(X, Y ) ∧Hc(Y, X).
However, here it is not possible to restrict the last join to separated structures c: consider the trivial case when V = 2 and X, Y are singleton sets. (2) V-category structures c on X Y that are both symmetric and separated correspond bijectively to symmetric modules ϕ : X − → • Y with k ≤ ϕ(x, y) for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , provided that X and Y are both symmetric and separated. For V = 2, X, Y are necessarily discrete, and the only structure c is discrete as well. (3) The structure GH on G is not separated, even if we consider only isomorphism classes of separated V-categories: for V = 2, the order on G given by GH is chaotic! Likewise when G is traded for G s .
